LAKE MICHIGAN CATHOLIC SCHOOLS FACULTY
WISH LIST CHRISTMAS 2019

Lake Michigan Catholic Schools provide a benefit to our students that they can’t receive anywhere else—prayer and the Lord are a part of their school day. Standardized test results show that our students are among the top in the area because we provide the very best education—Mind, Body and Soul.

While we are able to provide our staff and students with most of what they need to be successful, there are a few items that our teachers and staff are wishing for during this Christmas season. These are extras that teachers and staff feel would enhance their classrooms and school programs.

If you are interested in helping fulfill a wish, please call the elementary school and ask to speak to Mrs. Chris Glendening about the teacher or staff regarding their request. The phone number for the school is 269-429-0227. You can contact Chris Glendening directly at 269-757-4391 or email cglendening@lmclakers.org.

Mrs. Barbara Dargis teaches 10th & 11th Grade English and Yearbook. She is wishing for 15 copies of “The New Kings of Nonfiction” for a total of $225, Barnes and Noble gift cards in $25 or $50 increments, and $100 for sharpies, black poster boards and purple Expo Markers with erasers. Mrs. Barbara Dargis has received one of her wishes. Thank you to Barb Szczepanski for “The New Kings of Nonfiction” books.

Mrs. Karen Lage teaches Second Grade. She is wishing for Flash Furniture 6-foot plastic folding training table for $60, Stackable 2 Door Organizer for $50, Tabletop Drying Rack for $70, Trouble game for $10, Guess Who game for $10, and 1-12 pack plastic blue clipboards for $70. Mrs. Karen Lage has received one of her wishes. Thank you to Eva Kinney for the Tabletop Drying Rack.

Mrs. Kris Cutter teaches Preschool. She is wishing for Melissa and Doug Deluxe Activity Road Rug play set for $60, Lauri Tall-Stackers-Pegs a-z Pegboard set (lowercase) for $45, Melissa and Doug Magnetic Pattern Blocks set for $18, Cooltoys Monkey Balance for $22, and Alphabet Acorns Activity set for $26. Mrs. Kris Cutter has received all her wishes. Thank you to John and Cathy Badeusz for her wishes.

Mrs. Nina Binger teaches Fourth Grade. She is wishing for 12 pack clip box storage tote containers for $75. Mrs. Nina Binger has received her wish. Thank you to Cindy Birk and Madelyn Huelsberg for the storage totes. Thank you to Mr. & Mrs. Phil Jasheway for $100 gift certificate.
Mrs. Pam Bodley teaches First Grade. She is wishing for 9' by 12' Classroom rug for $250 and dry erase boards for $25. Mrs. Pam Bodley has received one of her wishes. Thank you to Barb Szczepanski for the Classroom rug. Thank you to John & Sara Horvath for the dry erase boards.

Mr. Tommie Holloway is the Elementary Custodian. He is wishing for 2 Odorstop Floor Drying/Air Mover Fans at $125 each. Mr. Tommie Holloway has received one of his wishes. Thank you to John & Geri Hylok for an Odorstop Floor Drying/Air Mover Fan.

Mrs. Carolyn Zmrhal teaches Kindergarten. She is wishing for Melissa and Doug Fresh Grocery Store for $200 and Melissa and Doug Fresh Mart Grocery Store Companion Kit for $35. Mrs. Carolyn Zmrhal has received her wishes. Thank you to Nonie Broski for granting all of her wishes.

Mrs. Nicole Mills teaches Third Grade. She is wishing for a classroom mailbox sorter for $175 and Teacher Pay Teacher Gift Certificates for classroom resources. Mrs. Nicole Mills has received some of her wishes. Thank you to Earl and Claudette Becher for $75 Teachers Pay Teachers Gift Certificate. Thank you to Madelyn Huelsberg for $25 Teachers Pay Teachers Gift Certificate.

Mrs. Lindsey Goshgarian teaches Fifth Grade. She is wishing for 25 copies of “Fuzzy Mud” for $200 and 25 copies of “Wonderstruck” for $400. Mrs. Lindsey Goshgarian has received her wishes. Thank you to Rolfe Jenkins for granting all of her wishes.

Mrs. Jennifer Schrauben teaches Preschool. She is wishing for Ice Blocks for $95, Engineer-a-Coaster Activity Kit for $60, Jesus and Friends Wood Play Set for $35, Jesus Lives Wood Play Set for $35, My Friend Jesus doll for $16, and $75 Gift Card to United Art and Education. Mrs. Schrauben has received some of her wishes. Thank you to John and Angela Martin for the Jesus and Friends Play Set. Thank you to John and Barbara Grundy for the Engineer-a-Coaster Activity Kit. Thank you to Eva Kinney for Jesus Lives Wood Play Set. Thank you to Mr. & Mrs. Phil Jasheway for $75 gift certificate.

Mrs. Sherrie Styx teaches Middle and High School Art. She is wishing for Circuit Maker machine and basic tool set for $400 and gift cards to Michaels in any denomination to purchase various art supply items. Mrs. Sherrie Styx has received some of her wishes. Thank you to Eva Kinney for the $50 Michael’s gift card. Thank you to Aaron and Kerrie Miller for the Circuit Maker machine and basic tool set.

Mr. Dane Whipple teaches Middle School Social Studies. He is wishing for 4 bean bags chairs for $150. Mr. Dane Whipple has received his wish. Thank you to Aaron & Kerrie Miller for the 4 bean bag chairs.
High School Math Department is wishing for a person or family to sponsor the Math Student of the Year Award on a yearly basis. We can name the award after the donor. Cost for this yearly award is $600 which includes a glass trophy. The High School Math Department has received their wish. Thank you to Frank, Barbara and Susan Janiszewski for sponsoring the Math Student of the Year Award in honor of their mother, Ethel Janiszewski.

Mrs. Sue Nilson and Mrs. Michelle Agay in the MS/HS cafeteria are requesting storage containers and utensils for $100. Mrs. Sue Nilson and Mrs. Michelle Agay have received their wish. Thank you to Madelyn Huelsberg for the part of the utensils. Thank you to Aaron & Kerrie Miller for the storage containers.

Mrs. Mary Jo Jager teaches Middle School Math. She is wishing for 30 blank double-sided white boards for $125. Mrs. Mary Jo Jager has received her wish. Thank you to Bob and Judy Hall for 30 blank double-sided white boards.

Mrs. Pat Faris teaches First Grade. She is wishing for Paper Trimmer for $85, 20 erase boards for $50, Consonant Blends & Diagraphs for $28, Word Families for $27, and Echo system for $75. Mrs. Pat Faris has received her wishes. Thank you to an anonymous donor for the Paper Trimmer and erase boards. Thank you to Cindy Birk for the Echo system, Consonant Blends & Diagraphs and Word Families set. Thank you to Mr. & Mrs. Phil Jasheway for $100 gift certificate.

Mrs. Tracy Glotzbach teaches Preschool. She is wishing for two floor gel tiles for $104. Mrs. Tracy Glotzbach has received her wish. Thank you to Eva Kinney for the 2 floor gel tiles. Thank you to Mr. & Mrs. Phil Jasheway for $100 gift certificate.

Mrs. Sue Zilke is in charge of After School Care. She is wishing for Melissa and Doug Flip & Serve Pancake set for $20, Hikeren handheld vacuum for $45, 79” by 40” Kids Carpet play mat for $35, Winning Moves Pretty Princess Board game for $20, Fisher Price Imaginext Shark Bite Pirate Ship for $55, and Career Cases for $100. Mrs. Sue Zielke has received some of her wishes. Thank you to John and Angela Martin for the Kids Carpet play mat. Thank you to John & Barbara Grundy for the Fisher Price Imaginext Shark Bite Pirate Ship. Thank you to John & Sara Horvath for the Career Cases. Thank you to Michele Belzowski for the vacuum.

Ms. Emily Cutter teaches Kindergarten. She is wishing for Stack-a-Rack Drying Rack for $85, Array Block Geo Board for $18, JOYIN STEM Building Blocks Construction set for $70, Wooden Number and Letter Construction Activity for $15, Playshire Fun Flakes Building set for $18, and Dragon Drew Wooden Dollhouse Furniture set for $40. Ms. Emily Cutter has received some of her wishes. Thank you to an anonymous donor for the Stack-a-Rack Drying Rack and Wooden Number and Letter Construction Activity. Thank you to Eva Kinney for STEM Building Blocks Construction set.
Mrs. Kara Cullen teaches Fifth Grade. She is wishing for 25 copies of “The Next Great Paulie Fink” for $300, 25 copies of “Roll with It” for $350, 25 copies of “Shine!” for $385 and 5 portable lap desks for $150. Mrs. Kara Cullen has some of her received her wishes. Thank you to Eva Kinney for a portable lap desk. Thank you to Mr. & Mrs. Phil Jasheway for 4 lap desks.

Mrs. Ginger Hysell teaches Middle School English. She is wishing for Barnes and Noble gift cards in any denomination for Middle School English. Mrs. Ginger Hysell has received one of her wishes. Thank you to Eva Kinney for $50 Barnes & Noble gift card. Thank you to John & Geri Hylok for $50 Barnes & Noble gift card. Thank you to Aaron & Kerrie Miller for $50 Barnes & Noble gift card. Thank you to John & Sara Horvath for $50 Barnes & Noble gift card. Thank you to Dr. Allen & Judy Zencka for $150 Barnes & Noble gift card.

Mrs. Stephanie Rugg teaches Second Grade. She is wishing for Grow Up Smart 4-Way Dice game for $28 and white 8-cube shelf organizer for $85. Mrs. Stephanie Rugg has received her wishes. Thank you to Nonie Broski for granting all of her wishes. Thank you to Mr. & Mrs. Phil Jasheway for $100 gift certificate.

Miss Ashley Pagel teaches Elementary Physical Education. She is wishing for Voit Neon Softi Tuff Balls including Dodgeballs for $100. Miss Ashley Pagel has received her wish. Thank you to Earl & Claudette Becher for granting her wish.

Mrs. Amanda Bruce teaches 9th & 12th Grade English, Journalism, Public Speaking, and AP English. She is wishing for 23 copies of “Things Fall Apart” for $275 and Amazon or Barnes and Noble gift cards in $25 or $50 increments. Mrs. Amanda Bruce has received some of her wishes. Thank you to Bob and Judy Hall for 23 copies of “Things Fall Apart” books. Thank you to Eva Kinney for $50 Barnes & Noble gift card. Thank you to Dr. Allen & Judy Zencka for $150 Barnes & Noble gift card.

Mrs. Mary Dudding teaches Elementary Art. She is wishing for gift cards to Michaels in any denomination to purchase various art supply items. Mrs. Dudding has received one of her wishes. Thank you to John and Angela Martin for $40 Michael’s gift card. Thank you to John & Geri Hylok for $50 Michael’s gift card. Thank you to Aaron & Kerrie Miller for $50 Michael’s gift card. Thank you to Michele Belzowski for $25 Michael’s gift card.

Mrs. Kathleen Smart is the Elementary Social Worker. She is wishing for $150 gift card from Amazon for books to use for K-5th grade students. Mrs. Kathleen Smart has received her wish. Thank you for Aaron & Kerrie Miller for $150 Amazon gift card.

Mr. Vince Riso is the Maintenance Supervisor. He is wishing for 4-foot fiberglass ladder and gift cards to Lowes for various tools. Mr. Vince Riso has received one of his wishes. Thank you to Byron and Nancy Stock for the 4-foot fiberglass ladder. Thank you to Aaron & Kerrie Miller for $125 Lowes gift card. Thank you to John & Sara Horvath for $50 Lowes gift card.
Mrs. Kathleen Sant teaches Middle School Science. She is wishing for 2 Stack and Grow Light Systems for $210 each and Green Thumb Classroom Greenhouse for $75. Mrs. Kathleen Sant has all her of her wishes. Thank you to Bob and Judy Hall for the Stack and Grow Light System. Thank you to John and Cathy Badeusz for the Green Thumb Classroom Greenhouse. Thank you to Barb Szczepanski for the Stack and Grow Light System.

Mrs. Theresa Boston teaches Transitional Kindergarten. She is wishing for a set of 162 Floor Unit Blocks for $300 and Classroom Drying Rack for $150. Mrs. Theresa Boston has received one of her wishes. Thank you to John Valenziano for the Classroom Drying Rack.

Mrs. Katey Bishop is the elementary playground supervisor. She is wishing for playground balls, footballs, volleyballs, basketballs, chalk, cart for recess toys, nets for soccer goals, and nets for basketball hoops for $300. Mrs. Katey Bishop has received part of her wish. Thank you to Madelyn Huelsberg for $25 towards playground equipment. Thank you to John & Sara Horvath for $50 towards playground equipment.

Mrs. Courtney Skelly teaches Preschool. She is wishing for Float & Find Alphabet Bubbles for $40, Engineer-a-Coaster Activity kit for $65, and Amazon gift cards in any denomination to help build the listening library. Mrs. Courtney Skelly has received one of her wishes. Thank you to Eva Kinney for the Float & Find Alphabet Bubbles. Thank you to Peter and Kelly Spencer for the gift certificate.

Mrs. Athina Wood is the Social Work Intern for the middle/high school. She is wishing for Anger Bingo for $45, Playing CBT for $70, Educational Resources Social Skills board games for $40, Card for Calm for $18, and Feelings in a Jar game for $12. Mrs. Wood has received one of her wishes. Thank you to John and Angela Martin for Social Skills board games.

Mr. Hoskins, Mr. White, and Mr. Larry Glendening are seeking sponsors to assist families in their efforts to provide a Catholic faith based education for their children. Our schools serve an important role for the future of our Church and your help will assist us in fulfilling this mission. For elementary academics call Mr. Larry Hoskins at 429-0227, for middle/high academics call Mr. James White at 983-2511, and for operations call Mr. Larry Glendening at 983-5529.

On behalf of the faculty, thank you and may you receive God’s Blessings during this holiday season!